In our work we consider prevent wear of the saw tooth saws cylinder and shaft by mathematical analysis of the saw cylinder at different shaft lengths and number of blades. To prevent wear on cutting cylinder, we determine the optimal cross-flexural vibration of the shaft with respect to time and along the length of the shaft. Model simulated the transverse vibrations with different amounts of drinking and between saw gaskets brought the best option, which has a positive effect on the strength of the shaft. As a result, we have developed two staggered cylinders saw in one of the working chamber gin, which reduces bending vibration, but it increases efficiency.
Introduction
In the cotton industry, the main process is ginning cotton. This equipment separates the cotton seeds from the cotton fiber as a result of the process of ginning. Many manufacturers of fiber interested in improving performance fibers is achieved by increasing the number of saws on the saw cylinder and decreasing distance between saw gaskets [1] [2] . Excessive increase in the number of saws and shims between of saw and volume of the working chamber causes entrainment dynamic load on the saw cylinder. This increases the wear of the teeth of saws, shaft wear and increased yield of short fibers.
Theoretical Statically Analyses of Saw Cylinder
In this paper, we consider the prevention of tooth wear saws, saw cylinder and shaft by mathematical analysis of the saw cylinder (Figure 1 ) for different lengths of the shaft and the number of blades. To prevent wear on cutting cylinder, we begin with the definition of the working length of the contact zone of the saw cylinder, but for this, we need to define the example of a blade length of the contact area with the raw roller blade that is distributed force q (Figure 1 
The intensity of the load of cotton at the gin and one saw cylinder (Figure 2) is determined by the following formula 
Theoretical Dynamical Analyze of Saw Cylinder
Now we have to find the dynamic load on the first and second saw cylinder. To do this, we need to determine the angular and tangential speed of the first and second saw the cylinder. The angular velocity of the first and second cylinder saw is the same. It is 700 rev/min. So the formula 
Determination of dynamic load fluctuations of the shaft of the saw gin under its own weight, drank and between pads.
The shaft rotates gin certain angular velocity-ω. Saw cylinder subjected to the bending to pressure from its own weight of the shaft, saws and between pads and cotton. [1] , [4] and [5] Thus, the shaft is subjected to transverse flexing. When ginning cotton, lateral bending of the shaft is accompanied by oscillations, which affect the strength of the shaft. This process is discussed in the next model of the structure (Figure 4) . Let shaft gin is a beam of circular cross-section hinged on two pillars.
Let Ζ-abscissa of this section of the shaft, measured from some fixed origin, t-time.
Then the differential equation of bending of the shaft on the basis of the Lagrangian is written in the following form 4 2 2
Here: EJ-The flexural rigidity of the shaft; m-The mass of the shaft with the weight of the saw; ω-Circular shaft speed; g-Acceleration of gravity of the body. In Equation (7) the right side represents the intensity of the load at the point z at time t and comprises two members:
m-Load inertia is the mass per unit length of the shaft; q-Uniformly distributed load of cotton with the shaft rotation and speed. Some interest research process shows properties of free oscillations. When these vibrations bent axle shaft will no longer remain constant over time, and will present its equation is a function of two variables:
We write the Equation (7) form: 
Here 0 φ -the initial angle of rotation of the shaft.
Equation (9), the boundary conditions (10) and the initial conditions (11) satisfies the function:
Here: p-The angular frequency of the shaft bending; A-The amplitude of the vibrations of the shaft. Substituting (6) into (3) we obtain: 
or:
According to the Formula (14) can determine the natural frequency of the shaft as a function of the intensity distribution along the shaft of cotton and its own weight of the shaft, and gasket between saws. In the second case: If the function ( ) ; y z t = satisfies the conditions (10) and (11) are distributed as follows:
We obtain the second order differential equation in the form (15) with the transition to (9)
Here:
The general integral Equation (10) will be:
C 1 and C 2 -constants are determined from the initial conditions:
Then a particular solution has the form:
Thus the solution of (15) with (18) will have the form:
Conclusions
As a result, we have developed, gin, which reduces bending vibration, but it increases performance by two staggered cylinders saw in one of the working chamber. This arrangement of the saw cylinders in one working chamber causes the separation of the dynamic loads on the two zones and reduces the load on the saw cylinder twice [4] . This factor increases the durability and saving recourses. Being in a working chamber saw two cylinders reduces the time to separate the fibers from the seed. In similar gin in the same cell is one saw cylinder to completely separate the fiber from the seed cotton should contact with the saw cylinder five. In our proposed gin this time is cut in half and allows increased energy-efficiency. In this (Figure 5) shows the variation in the lateral bending of the shaft, depending on the time t and the shaft length z. The following graph shows the oscillatory processes of the shaft, with the amount of drinking 80 saw units, distributed along the length of the shaft 8, the maximum and minimum pulse loads. Analysis of the graphs shows that the amount of 80 pieces saws, shaft strength is ensured, but the performance of the output fiber becomes smaller.
In this (Figure 6) shows the variation in the longitudinal bending of the shaft, depending on the time t and the shaft length z. The following graph shows the oscillatory processes of the shaft, with the amount of drinking 90 saw units, distributed along the length of the shaft 6 three drums maximum and minimum vibrational loads with a large distance along the shaft. Which is close to the process of formation of the resonant transverse bending. This negatively affects the strength of the shaft.
In Figure 7 with the number of 120 pieces drinking occurs uneven distribution of the maximum and minimum vibration loads chaotic distance along the length of the shaft. This is the process of producing resonant transverse bending. This negatively affects the strength of the shaft.
In Figure 8 shows the longitudinal bending fluctuations for 60 saw. In this case the transverse oscillation shaft bending time and the length of the shaft is stabilized, which has a positive effect on the strength of the shaft. By arranging the two saw cylinders in the same cell, the amount of drinking is 60 pieces for each cylinder of the saw. This is turn provides increased strength and durability performance of the output shaft of the fiber. On the other hand decreases the density in the working chamber of gin. At time t = 1 s oscillatory process becomes stable, which corresponds to the optimal operation of the saw gin.
